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Abstract Quality of Service (QoS) is becoming an integral part of current ubiquitous
Distributed Interactive Multimedia Environments (DIMEs) because of their high resource
and real-time interactivity demands. It is highly influenced by the management techniques
of available resources in these cyber-physical environments. We consider QoS and resource
management influenced by two most important resources; the computing (CPU) and
networking resources. In this paper, we survey existing DIME-relevant QoS and resource
management techniques for these two resources, present their taxonomy, compare them,
and show their impacts on DIMEs. Finally, we discuss appropriateness of those techniques
in a sample DIME scenario.
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1 Introduction
Distributed Interactive Multimedia Environments (DIMEs) are becoming ubiquitous
cyber-physical spaces, where we work and play on regular basis. Examples of
DIMEs are tele-presence environments [4, 21], and multi-player gaming spaces [18].
More recently, we are seeing even more advanced tele-presence and gaming DIME
environments as new 3D sensory, actuating and display devices are becoming available
and cost-effective [77]. Examples are 3D tele-immersion environments [79] and 3D
games.
Several major problems of the advanced DIME environments are becoming clear. First,
the scale of the sensors and actuators in each of the cyber-physical spaces connected via
high-performance networks is increasing due to availability and cost effectiveness. We are
seeing rooms with ten’s of 3D cameras (see Fig. 1), microphone arrays, body sensors, and
multiple displays that surround physical spaces for dance, exercise, and/or physical games.
Second, real-time interactions and real-time guarantees in distributed settings are in
high demand due to tasks interactivity among users and devices located across
geographically distributed DIME spaces (see Fig. 2).
To solve the above problems, we need to carefully organize end-to-end computing and
networking resources via appropriate local and distributed services such as resource
admission, allocation, scheduling, adaptation services as well as parameterize the
performance metadata (called Quality of Service parameters) that describe the DIME
resources services. Over the last 20 years, there has been a large body of related work on
Quality of Service (QoS) and resource management of multimedia systems and networks for
distributed multimedia applications such as video-conferencing, video-on-demand, and
others (e.g., [49, 50]). In this paper, we revisit, survey and evaluate the existing QoS and
resource management techniques for the advanced cyber-physical DIME environments that
are emerging. Our goal will be (a) in Section 2 to provide readers with our DIME
assumptions and the corresponding taxonomy and comparison criteria, (b) in Section 3 to
survey and compare DIME-relevant resource management techniques across two most
important resources, the computing (CPU) and networking resources, and (c) in Section 4
to evaluate and discuss appropriateness of techniques in example DIME scenarios. Section 5
will conclude the paper with further directions of this area.

Fig. 1 Cyber-physical spaces/rooms with large scale of interactive sensors and actuators
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Fig. 2 Multi-site 3D DIME infrastructure. Each site includes multiple cameras and displays, all connected
via LAN. All sites are connected via WAN Internet

2 DIME assumptions, taxonomy and comparison criteria
2.1 DIME assumptions
Large scale of sensory and actuating devices per site (cyber-physical space), real-time
correlated streams, real-time and synchronous guarantees for multi-modal data delivery and
interactive distributed communication are key characteristics of DIMEs [77]. Users not
only interact with their own cyber-physical environment that surrounds them (as shown in
Fig. 1), but also with other remote users and their cyber-physical environments through
multiple heterogeneous communication channels. Usually these types of multi-site
geographically distributed cyber-physical DIME spaces as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are
organized from the computing and network infrastructure point of view as follows: each
cyber-physical site consists of several local computing nodes (LN), that support digital
sensing (input cameras, microphones, body sensors) of the physical space (e.g., users) as
well as digital actuation/display (output displays, haptics) of information to the physical
space (e.g., users). The local computing nodes LN at each site connect to an aggregation
point, called rendezvous point (RP), via a local area network (LAN). Wide Area Network
(WAN) Internet communication occurs among remote cyber-physical sites. The communication among sites happens via multiple logical channels through RPs. Hence, RPs
represent a peer-to-peer overlay network over which real-time interactions and guarantees
must be delivered. Figure 3 shows an example of five sites DIME, and how their computing
(LN/RP nodes) and networking (logical connections among LN/RP nodes) resources are
organized.
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Fig. 3 Architectural model of
distributed interactive multimedia
environment

DIME architecture can be also modeled as a multi-tier architecture, where (1) the LN
and RP nodes, capturing and sending multi-streams,1 represent the capture tier at the
sender-side, (2) the LN and RP nodes, displaying and rendering streams, represent
rendering tier at the receiver-side, and (3) the protocols between LN and RP nodes,
transmitting stream data, represent the transmission tier.
2.2 Taxonomy of DIME resources
The two most important resources that DIMEs need to carefully manage are (a) the
computing resource CPU and (b) the network resource within each local site (LAN
resources), and across multiple sites (WAN resources).2
CPU resource is crucial for DIME systems at the LN and RP nodes since it needs to
process various sensing streams in real-time as well as schedule different interactive media
and control tasks in real-time manner. The CPU resource can become bottleneck very
quickly at the LNs and RPs due to the competition among large scale of devices even
though they generate correlated tasks/streams. If this resource is not carefully managed,
real-time interactivity violations, temporal degradation of sensory media and tasks delays
start to happen very early in the DIME end-to-end communication. To achieve real-time
guarantees, high real-time interactivity, and high temporal quality among the multi-modal
sensory information, we need to deploy multimedia-aware best effort CPU schedulers or
multimedia-specific soft-real-time CPU schedulers. We will survey and compare various
CPU schedulers in Section 3.1.
Network resource is crucial for DIME systems (between LN and RP nodes) since large
amount of multi-modal data needs to be exchanged in real-time. The network resource
among the LNs and RPs can become bottleneck very quickly due to the large scale of
networked devices in DIME, high number of competing flows, and high traffic rate demands.
Often to remedy the bottleneck, network service providers upgrade the routers, links and offer
higher bandwidth and throughput to RPs. However, this is not sufficient for DIME
applications since large bandwidth and throughput do not prevent head-of-line blocking
effects of the multi-modal sensory traffic, hence yielding undesirable communication
1

We will use streams and flows notations interchangeably throughout the paper.
Another resource would be storage, but since we are discussing distributed interactive systems, networking
and CPU are of higher importance.

2
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delays. Moreover communications between RPs are done over unreliable Internet.
Therefore, for DIMEs we need to consider bandwidth and delay management concurrently
and carefully. In bandwidth management, to achieve real-time guarantees, high real-time
interactivity and high spatial and temporal media quality, we need to deploy network
resource allocation schemes based on reservation and/or adaptation principles. In delay
management, to achieve real-time interactivity and guarantees, we need to deploy per flow
packet/message scheduling techniques over queues in the network protocol stack as well as
buffer control and stream synchronization. We will survey and compare various bandwidth
and delay management techniques in Section 3.2.
2.3 DIME evaluation/comparison criteria
As we alluded above, DIME resources and their services (reservation, adaptation,
scheduling, buffering, and synchronization) will be evaluated according to their
performance such as delay they induce or bandwidth they demand. Performance levels of
services are described and represented by Quality of Service and its metrics. We will
consider two major metrics: (a) bandwidth and (b) delay, and where appropriate also their
related metrics, packet loss, jitter, and skew.
Bandwidth Though the term bandwidth is usually used in networking applications, here we
classify bandwidth in two classes: network bandwidth and CPU bandwidth.

&

&

Network Bandwidth: Network bandwidth refers to the bandwidth capacity or available
bandwidth in bit/s, which typically means the net bit rate, channel capacity or the
maximum throughput of a logical or physical communication path in a digital
communication system.
CPU Bandwidth: CPU bandwidth refers to the available processing power in cycle/s,
which typically means the net processing rate, net utilization and maximum throughput
of CPU tasks.

Network bandwidth is important for high quality data transmission among DIME LNs
and RPs to ensure high quality of spatial and temporal multi-modal sensory delivery. CPU
bandwidth is important for high task throughput and high quality spatial and temporal
media processing at all computational nodes in the system. The major goal of bandwidth
management is to achieve high throughput of tasks at the end hosts and high throughput of
packets in the network. This is necessary due to the high scale of sensory data as well as
high sampling rate of sensory and actuating devices during running DIME sessions.
Different kinds of network admission control and reservation protocols have been proposed
to manage network bandwidth in current Internet. On the other hand, many CPU admission
and scheduling algorithms at the computational nodes have been explored to manage CPU
bandwidth as we will survey in Section 3.
Delay Each DIME computational or communication task and each packet/message
processing along the end-to-end path(s) between LNs and RPs take time and cause timely
overhead, called delay. DIME considers three types of delays: sender-side delay, network
delay and receiver-side delay.

&

Sender-side delay (Dsender): We define sender-side delay as the sum of computing
delays incurred by input computing devices (LNs at the sending site) and intermediate
node(s) (RP at the sending site), and the communication delays incurred by traffic from
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input LNs to RP. Computing delays caused by stream acquisition and encoding tasks
are main part of the sender-side delay in DIMEs. Video capturing and computing
(including 2D motion detection and 3D reconstruction) and audio capturing are some of
the sources of data acquisition delays.
Network delay (Dnet): Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) and WAN transmission
delays among RPs in the current Internet are the sources of network delay.
Receiver-side delay (Dreceiver): Receiver-side delay is defined as the sum of computing
and communication delays at the receiving site. Computing delays happen in the output
devices (rendering displays) and communication delays are incurred by the traffic from
RP to output LNs. Rendering and decoding tasks are the main sources of receiver-side
delay.

The end-to-end delay (De2e) is the sum of these three types of delay in the system,
i.e.,
De2e ¼ Dsender þ Dnet þ Dreceiver
The overall goal for DIMEs is to achieve De2e small enough for each packet of each
stream so that interactive communications among remote sites is possible.
Packet loss Another QoS metric that affects the performance of DIME system specially
the audio quality is the packet loss. Packet loss is quite common in current Internet using
DCCP and UDP type transport protocol. Lost packet might mean a missing frame. Packet
loss can be caused by a number of factors, including signal degradation over the network
medium due to multi-path fading (in wireless channel), corrupted packets rejected intransit, packet drop because of channel congestion, faulty networking hardware, faulty
network drivers or normal routing routines. Packet loss in DIME applications may create
sudden silence in audio communication and void or still screen in case of video
transmission. Some applications try to mask packet loss by forward error correction (e.g.
adding redundant information or retransmitting the lost packets). Both delay and
bandwidth management consider avoiding packet loss and/or try to mask it in case of
congested network.
Jitter Deviation in expected packet arrival time means variability in packet delivery, called
jitter. Jitter is used as a measure of the variability over time of the packet latency across a
network. A network with constant latency has no variation (or jitter). Packet jitter is
expressed as an average of the deviation from the network mean latency. Low jitter
smoothes the traffic and improves the real-time interactivity and hence it is the most
desirable in DIMEs.
Skew Another important QoS parameter in a multimedia environment is skew. It is defined
as the difference between the delays suffered by the monomedia flows belonging to the
same multimedia stream. For example, skew defines how well the synchronization is
between audio and video flows. Lower skew means better synchronization. As most of the
DIME applications have separate source of monomedia flows (e.g., microphone for audio
and camera for video), maintaining synchronization over the internet is a big challenge.
Table 1 summarizes the resource taxonomy and the QoS-based evaluation metrics that
we will use to compare the various resource management techniques, appropriate for DIME
cyber-physical environments.
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Table 1 Impact of system resources on QoS metrics
QoS Metrics →

Bandwidth

Delay

CPU

Dsender

Network

Packet Loss
Dnet

Jitter

Skew

Dreceiver

CPU resource

√

X

√

X

√

X

√

√

Network resource

X

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

3 DIME resource management
We divide this section into two subsections: CPU Resource Management and Network
Resource Management. Bandwidth and delay management techniques are discussed in
network resource management subsection.
3.1 CPU resource management
Managing CPU resource across multiple tasks is a scheduling problem. Based on the
strictness in the QoS guarantees they provide, we can classify CPU management algorithms
into two broad categories: best-effort multimedia schedulers and real-time multimedia
schedulers. The rest of this section surveys in detail both of these categories and shows how
they impact the QoS metrics mentioned in Table 1.
3.1.1 Best effort schedulers
Schedulers in this category follow application models similar to those of time-share general
purpose systems. A system can concurrently run multiple tasks. Each of these tasks is
assigned a time slice of the CPU based on a predefined policy. At the end of its time slice
the scheduler would make another scheduling decision. We further divide this into two
classes: priority-based scheduler and proportional-share scheduler.
A.

Priority-based schedulers
General purpose Operating Systems extend their time-sharing schedulers to allow
priorities to support multimedia applications resulting in a round-robin with multilevel
feedback policy. Under this policy the scheduler always selects the process with the
highest priority. An example of this is the Portable Operating System Interface
(POSIX) [55].Under heavy system loads, processes with low priorities scheduled by
these schemes suffer from starvation and unfairness, which causes increased delay.
Developers using this scheduler resort to use over-provisioning to minimize unfairness
and starvation at the expense of low system utilization.
In order to reduce these problems some systems incorporate a decay-usage policy
[20], as part of their schemes. Under this policy the scheduler will temporarily
decrease the priority of CPU intensive applications and will favor tasks with lower
CPU utilization. Linux and SVR4 Unix are examples of these systems. These
schedulers are effective providing balanced CPU resource allocation across all the
streams but in some cases will fail to provide the sustained throughput required by
multimedia applications.
More recent approaches try to tackle this transient problem. For example, the
Multimedia Class Scheduler implemented in Windows Vista defines various
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multimedia classes. Each multimedia class specifies different QoS parameters and
patterns. The scheduler then temporarily boosts the priority of all the threads that have
indicated that are delivering a stream as part of the process running in the foreground [59].
Another important approach is the scheduler proposed by Banachowski et al. [5],
which uses techniques from real-time systems to improve the responsiveness of timeshare systems. In his approach, multimedia processes preserve the time-share system
model from an application point of view, but internally the scheduler will assign them a
deadline in a similar fashion as it occurs with real-time processes. Since the application
model is unchanged, a heuristic is used to estimate the task deadline. This scheme has
the potential of providing the same QoS guarantees in terms of bandwidth and delay as
those of real-time schedulers discussed in Section 3.1.2. However, in practice the results
are heavily dependent on the quality of the deadline values determined by the heuristic
for the particular application.
B.

Proportional-share schedulers
This type of scheduler is slice-based with a weight-based round robin policy. These
schedulers guarantee that if there are Mcredits (shares/tickets) in the system, then
application holding N<M credits will get at least N/M of the CPU time in average. In
some sense, each process appears to run in its own processor with N/M of the capacity
of the real hardware. A very important advantage of this scheduler is that it uses the
same application model of time-share general purpose systems, allowing existing
applications to obtain statistical QoS guarantees without modification.
In many proportional-shares scheduling algorithms the throughput of a task is
directly proportional to the number of tickets (credits/shares) it holds and the response
time is inversely proportional to it. However, in multimedia systems, applications do
not always follow this property. One important algorithm that decouples the number of
shares from the average latency is Earliest Eligible Virtual Deadline First (EEVDF)
from Stoica et al. [67].
However, EEVDF does not solve the latency problem completely, because applications
cannot specify precise timing requirements, just proportions. To solve that, Kim et al. [37]
proposed a proportional-share scheduler for multimedia applications based on the Stride
Scheduling [73]. While these approaches solve the problem of scheduling user level
tasks to guarantee statistical QoS, multimedia systems are still subject to livelock
problems introduced by the operating system.3 Jeffay et al. [31], propose to assign
weights to kernel threads and activities to solve this livelock problem.
One of the main problems of proportional share schedulers is that they only provide
statistical guarantees and they do not guarantee that the actual deadlines are met. For that
reason, applications that require more stringent QoS requirements usually employ realtime schedulers along with some reservation mechanism. Next section will describe in
detail of these schedulers along with their advantages and their shortcoming.

3.1.2 Real-time schedulers
Schedulers in this category usually follow a periodic model, in which a task t defines a
certain computation time Ct that must be completed before a deadline Dt. The arrival
3

OS that is I/O intensive and spends most of its time processing I/O in the kernel, leaves very little time to
applications that are scheduled under a Proportional-Share policy.
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intervals of this computation task requests arrives at a constant rate 1/Pt. If the system is
constrained in such way that for every task t in the system the period is equal to the
deadline that is Pt =Dt, then the system follows the Liu-Layland model [43]. This model is
the most commonly used, due to its simplicity and the fact that it can still efficiently model
a great number of multimedia systems. Moreover, the delay of any task that meets its
deadline is bound to the period Pt specified by the application.
Optimal schedule solutions for this model along with exact and bounded schedulability
tests based on the processor utilization are well studied. Two of the major algorithms to
solve this model are the Rate Monotonic (RM) schedule using static priorities and the
Earliest Deadline First (EDF) schedule using dynamic priorities, both introduced by Liu
and Layland as part of their model. Formally, for the Rate Monotonic schedule the bounded
schedulability test is expressed by the following condition:
Xn Ci
 nð21=n  1Þ
i¼n P
i
Here n is the number of tasks in the system, Ci is defined as the processing requirements
in units of time required by the i-th task in the system and Pi is the period of the i-th task in
the system. For the case of the Earliest Deadline First schedule, the bounded schedulability
test is the following:
Xn Ci
1
i¼n P
i
where n is the number of tasks in the system, Ci is defined as the processing requirements in
units of time required by the i-th task in the system, and Pi is the period of the i-th task in
the system.
One of the many systems in real-time schedulers is the Resource Kernel (RK) proposed
by Rajkumar et al. [56]. RK is a multi-resource kernel scheduler for real-time applications.
RK allows applications to perform reservations of multiple resources. RK uses a priority
inheritance algorithm with a bounded waiting time and a static priority algorithm (e.g. Rate
Monotonic) to schedule CPU resources.
The problem with static priority algorithms is that in some cases the maximum
achievable system throughput or utilization is under 100%. To solve this problem the Rialto
system [33] uses a dynamic priority algorithm, the Least Laxity First (LLF) algorithm. This
algorithm is similar to Earliest Deadline First and it also allows for full resource utilization.
In addition, the Rialto architecture also considers the scheduling of Best-Effort applications
that do not require QoS guarantees (e.g., a word-processor).
While the approach mentioned above allows seamlessly integration of best-effort and
real-time applications. Best-effort applications tend to suffer from starvation due to the fact
that they do not specify any reservation in the system. To solve this problem the SMART
system [54] uses a best-effort real-time approach based on Proportional Share scheduling
for overall resource allocation and the Earliest Deadline First scheduling to ensure that realtime applications meet their deadlines. This allows users to prioritize best-effort
applications over real-time applications.
Another approach to solve this problem is to use hierarchical scheduling. In hierarchical
scheduling a parent scheduler assigns time slots to various child schedulers. The challenge
with these schedulers is to find a compositional real-time guarantee. Shin et al. [64]
proposes a model to find such guarantee when both schedulers are periodic.
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Usually systems based on compositional guarantees have complicated delay management and might reduce the ability of the scheduler to take fully aware decisions. This is due
to the partition of resources across different child schedulers, resulting in reduced
throughput. To address this issue, Brandt et al. present a scheduling model called Resource
Allocation/Dispatching (RAD) [8] that decouples the resource allocation with the delivery
time of these resources. They use a modified EDF scheduler with dynamic period
adjustment and dynamic process rate adjustment.
A more recent approach that allows the seamless integration of best-effort and real-time
applications is Dynamic Soft-Real-Time (DSRT) [12], proposed by Chu et al. In DSRT, he
introduces the concept of CPU service classes. These service classes partition the set of
tasks in the system according to its QoS requirements. Each service class is handled by its
own scheduler. DSRT also uses reservation of resources, and adaptation to cope with task
resource demand variations along with cooperation across best-effort and EDF real-time
schedulers. Figure 4 shows the basic architecture of DSRT and its main components: the
Overrun Protection Timer, the Soft Real-Time Scheduler, the Admission Control and the
Cycle Demand Adaptor.
The problem with DSRT real-time schedulers is that usually the integration of network
constraints with CPU constraints. iDSRT [52] represents an integrated architecture using 3
main components: a CPU scheduler similar to DSRT, a network packet scheduler using
implicit EDF scheduling, and a Coordinator entity in the middleware using Time Division
Multiplexing Access (TDMA) to coordinate the access to the shared medium of the Wireless
Local Area Network. Figure 5 shows the basic architecture of the iDSRT framework along
with its main components previously discussed.
Finally, recent emerging virtualization technologies have brought back the problem of
hierarchical schedulers and compositional guarantees. Rivas et al. [58] proposes a much
simpler approach in which he uses a Dynamic Mapping (DM) of real-time tasks into virtual
CPU resources and then into physical CPU resources. It consists of three main entities: a
Distributed Kernel-level Coordinator, a Real-Time Scheduler, and a collection of
services and interfaces referred as the Janus Executive. Figure 6 shows the basic
architecture of Janus with its main entities. Janus dynamically maps real-time tasks into
Virtual CPU’s at the Virtual Machine Level and Virtual CPU’s with physical CPU’s at the
Virtual Machine Monitor level. These mappings result in a flat allocation of resources that
can be scheduled by the real-time scheduler. The real-time scheduler uses the partitioned

Fig. 4 Basic architecture of
DSRT
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Fig. 5 Basic architecture of
iDSRT

Earliest Deadline First algorithm. Under this approach the flattened set of tasks are
partitioned across the physical CPU’s available in the machine. Then the EDF policy is
applied to each partition independently.
A summarized view of the scheduling systems and algorithms discussed above is shown
in Table 2.
3.2 Network resource management
Network management can be further classified into bandwidth management and delay
management. Bandwidth management uses network bandwidth effectively to reduce
packet loss by assigning sufficient bandwidth to the participants. Delay management
reduces jitter, skew for synchronization and most importantly network delays.
3.2.1 Bandwidth management
The bandwidth management techniques can be classified broadly into two categories: 1)
Reservation-based bandwidth management, and 2) Adaptive bandwidth management.
Reservation-based bandwidth management The bandwidth management in this category is
based on reserving bandwidth for an allocated request in advance during the session
initiation and this reservation is maintained till the session ends. Reservations are triggered
by one of the end host and the reservation requests are forwarded to all routers along the
Fig. 6 Basic architecture of
Janus
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Table 2 Comparison of CPU scheduling algorithm suitable for DIME systems
Algorithm

Scheduling Priority

Best Effort Support

Algorithms

Adaptive

RK

Static

No

RM, DM

No

Rialto

Dynamic

Yes

LLF

No

SMART

Dynamic

Yes with QoS

PS+EDF

Yes

Hierarchical
Scheduling

Both

Yes

Any but requires to meet
constraints

No

RAD

Dynamic

Yes

EDF+Priority and Period
Adjustment

Yes

DSRT

Dynamic

Yes

EDF

Yes

Janus

Dynamic

Yes

EDF+Dynamic Mappings

No

iDSRT

Dynamic

Yes

EDF+TDMA

Yes

end-to-end path for admission control and finally QoS enforcement. Admission control is a
mechanism used to accept, modify or reject new connections. Admission control is based
on specific negotiation protocols in use. If QoSmin is the minimum QoS requirement for a
service, QoSreq is the requested QoS and QoSbound is the maximum supported QoS for a
service, then we can define admission control by the following equation:
QoSmin  QoSreq  QoSbound
The bandwidth admission control checks the availability of bandwidth over shared
network resources using different types of admission tests. An example of admission test
for ensuring proper bandwidth allocation and throughput guarantees is given as under the
following equation, where j is the number of channels with already allocated bandwidth:
X
B ja þ Br  Bg
j

Here, B ja is the allocated bandwidth for channel j, Br is the requested bandwidth for a
new channel and Bg is the total bandwidth in the system. The basic structure of reservationbased model is shown in Fig. 7. Existing reservation protocols follow eithersender-driven
reservation or receiver-driven reservation. In sender-driven reservation the sender initiates
the reservation mechanism while in receiver-driven reservation the receiver initiates the
reservation mechanism. After the reservation is done, the data flows from the sender to the
receiver. The reservation protocols also differ in how the monitoring states are maintained
at the routers and hence can be classified as hard-state or soft-state. In hard-state
reservation the states are maintained at the routers from session initiation until the session
end, i.e. until the end hosts explicitly send a teardown message. In a soft-state reservation
the states are maintained only for a given time period (e.g., 30 sec), and hence, the end
hosts need to send refresh messages to keep the reservation states at the routers alive.
There are two well-known Internet architectures supporting advanced reservation: 1)
Integrated Services (Int-Serv), and 2) Differentiated Services (Diff-Serv). Int-Serv allows

Fig. 7 Request driven bandwidth reservation model
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for fine grained QoS specification while Diff-Serv provides coarse grained QoS
specification. The details of both the architectures are explained further in the following
sections.
A.

Integrated services (Int-serv)
Int-Serv allows for individual resource allocation and reservation for each request
originating at end hosts, and hence, provides finer guarantees of QoS requirements. To
implement Int-Serv, Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) was proposed by IETF
[7]. RSVP is a network layer protocol providing control signals and commands to
disseminate reservation requests/responses along the end-to-end path between end hosts.
RSVP enables resource allocation and reservation for applications having different QoS
requirements for their data flows. RSVP is a control protocol and depends on underlying
routing protocols to route the data flows. The sessions are identified by combination of
destination IP address, protocol ID, and destination port. It is a receiver-driven, unidirectional, soft state reservation protocol and supports both unicast and multicast
sessions. RSVP supports four major functionalities (1) admission and policy control, (2)
packet classifier, (3) packet scheduler, and (4) resource reservation.
Each router in the end-to-end path runs a RSVP daemon, which upon receipt of a
path request message, determines if the router has sufficient available resources
(admission control) and determines if the user has administrative permission to make
the reservation (policy control). An error notification is sent to the requester if either
check fails. If both checks succeed, the RSVP daemon sets parameters in a packet
classifier and packet scheduler.
The traffic specification classifies the packets into three classes of services:

&
&
&

Best-effort: traditional IP traffic with reliable delivery of data.
Rate-sensitive: guaranteed transmission rate between source and destination,
helpful for Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic.
Delay-sensitive: guaranteed timeliness of delivery with/without reliable delivery,
helpful for Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic.

The flow specification is used to communicate the required QoS requirements in
terms of level of service required for a data flow. The packet scheduler uses the flow
specification to schedule a packet at a node to achieve the promised QoS for each stream.
RSVP supports two types of reservations: distinct reservations and shared
reservations. In distinct reservations an individual flow is installed for each requesting
node in a given session while in a shared reservation, the resources are shared by noninterfering set of requesting nodes. RSVP supports several filters which define various
reservation styles like:

&
&
&

Wildcard-Filter Style: It specifies a shared reservation in which flows from all
upstream senders are mixed based on the largest resource requests on a shared link
between receivers and different senders.
Fixed-Filter Style: It specifies distinct reservation with explicit scope on a link
based on the total reservation needed for all the requested senders in a session.
Shared-Explicit Style: It specifies shared reservation with explicit scope in which
flows from all upstream senders, explicitly specified by the receiver, are mixed
together.

A major drawback of Int-Serv based protocol like RSVP is that it requires universal
deployment over all the nodes on the end-to-end path which requires changes in all the
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intermediate nodes. The amount of states needed to be maintained at each router hop
becomes very large in terms of memory and complexity with increase in number of
requests. The soft state maintenance requires periodic refresh messages which add to
the overall network traffic. In [74] and [69], authors have discussed remedy measures
for increasing scalability and deployability, however even with enhanced scalability of
Int-Serv, the slow upgrade of current networks towards deploying it makes it unlikely
that we will see major deployment of RSVP in near future, hence usage by DIMEs.
B.

Differentiated services
To mitigate the scalability issues of Int-Serv model, IETF proposed Differentiated
Services (Diff-Serv) [53]. IntServ follows the flow-based QoS specification model,
where the end-hosts define QoS requirements for each flow, while DiffServ works on
class-based QoS model. The traffic in Diff-Serv is categorized into different classes,
known as Class of Service (CoS), and the network elements reserve resources based on
these classes. The routers assign higher priority to higher priority classes. The sender
uses Type of Service (ToS) bytes (redefined as DSCP field) in IP header, to specify the
class for a packet.
A Diff-Serv domain is divided into two types of nodes: boundary nodes and
interior nodes. The boundary nodes, which are essentially the end hosts, perform
packet classification, traffic shaping, and congestion control. The interior nodes
perform monitoring, traffic shaping, and re-marking packets based on the aggregate
class specified.
Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs) are used by Diff-Serv enabled routers to define how a
packet is forwarded in the router. Diff-Serv provides some standardized set of PHBs,
however; users can define their own PHBs to specify what types of traffic are given
higher priority. A PHB provides queuing, packet scheduling, policing, traffic shaping
based on the service class and the Service Level Agreement (SLA) policy. Multiple
flows can belong to the same PHB and hence, are aggregated to form a Behavior
Aggregate (BA) at a given router. Some of the PHBs currently being supported include:

&
&
&
&

Default PHB: This class is used for traditional best effort traffic.
Class-Selector PHB: This class has same forwarding behavior as IP-precedence
based classification.
Expedited Forwarding PHB: This class provides low-loss, low-latency, low-jitter,
and assured bandwidth service.
Assured Forwarding PHB: In this class different flows in a BA can be provided
different forwarding assurances (like buffer space, bandwidth, loss-rate, etc.).

Though Diff-Serv provides better scalability, it suffers from several issues.
Provisioning in Diff-Serv requires knowledge of the traffic statistics to setup various
classes throughout the network. Also, the heterogeneity of the definition of classes
existing between different autonomous servers (one AS’s gold class might be another
AS’s bronze class) can lead to unknown behavior of the traffic. In Diff-Serv, we lose
the ability of fine-grain control over the bandwidth allocated to flows and hence, for
variable bit rate applications, this can potentially lead to over/under utilization of the
network. The biggest drawbacks of both RSVP and Diff-Serv models is the fact that
provisioning in independent of the routing process. Thus, there may exist a path in the
network that has the required resources, even when RSVP/DiffServ fails to find the
resources. To mitigate this effect, Traffic Engineering (TE) and Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) are used.
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Table 3 Properties of reservation-based resource management approaches
Algorithm

QoS Specification Reservation
Model
Initiation

RSVP [7]

Flow based
(fine grained)
Diff-Serv [53] Class based
(coarse grained)

State Reservation
Strategy

Amount of State Scalability
Maintenance
per hop

Receiver driven Soft state reservation High

Low

Receiver driven Soft state reservation Low

High

In Diff-Serv framework since each domain might be incompatibly configured, it
does not solve the problem of providing end-to-end QoS. One entity which overcomes
this problem is the Bandwidth Broker.
C.

Bandwidth broker
A Bandwidth Broker [50] is an entity responsible for providing QoS across
different network domains. A Bandwidth Broker manages the resources within the
specific domain by controlling request admission and allocation of resources based on
current network load and on SLA. To setup end-to-end QoS capability between two
nodes, Bandwidth Broker contacts its peer Bandwidth Brokers in the other domains to
negotiate and establish bilateral agreements and thus provides a purely administrative
way to setup QoS guarantees across different domains.
Table 3 shows the properties to RSVP and Diff-Serv protocols for bandwidth
management. The major drawback of reservation oriented bandwidth management is the
fixed resource allocation which might not work for applications which show high
variability in bandwidth needs. Thus, researchers propose to use adaptive bandwidth
management techniques which perform bandwidth monitoring and based on the probing
results assign and adapt to the changing requirements and availability of resources.

Adaptation-based bandwidth management The bandwidth management techniques in this
category continuously monitor network statistics like RTT, loss rate, packet size, etc., to
estimate current total available bandwidth between two nodes. Depending on the
monitoring output, it adapts the QoS request parameters. Admission control is done after
adaption and finally the admitted QoS parameters are enforced. The model of adaptation
driven bandwidth management is given in Fig. 8.
Bandwidth estimation is an important part of any adaptive bandwidth management
techniques and hence, many techniques either develop their own bandwidth estimation scheme
or they make use of several bandwidth estimation schemes proposed in literature like Pathload
[29, 30], Abget [2], Sting [62], and SProbe [60]. Pathload and Abget are similar to each
other and perform end-to-end bandwidth estimation of a TCP flow. Abget, Sting, and SProbe
Fig. 8 Adaptation-based
bandwidth management
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use only single-end probing to estimate bandwidth on TCP flows. These techniques provide
the estimated total bandwidth to the bandwidth management schemes which adaptively
configure the bandwidth for the flows. This allows for dynamic bandwidth adaptation to the
changes occurring in network conditions. The adaptive bandwidth schemes can be
categorized based on if the bandwidth management is performed per flow or if it is
performed on aggregated correlated flows between a single source and common destination.
A.

Single flow adaptive bandwidth management
Many of the transport layer protocols employing congestion control mechanisms
like TCP, DCCP perform simple adaptive bandwidth management on each flow based
on the congestion experienced in the network by reducing the sending rate. Apart from
transport layer protocols, many schemes perform bandwidth management at the
application layer as it allows for adaptation based on the specific needs and demands
of different applications. [1, 11, 41, 44, 71], and [81] are some of the examples of
application layer, single flow, adaptive bandwidth management schemes which employ
techniques like simple frame skipping, content based frame skipping using event/
motion detection and compression techniques to compress data in the frames.
One of the major drawbacks of single flow adaptive bandwidth management
schemes is that they do not allow aggregated congestion control on multiple flows.
Hence, single flow adaptation schemes are well suited for applications like video
streaming requiring one or more than one unrelated flows.

B.

Multiple flows adaptive bandwidth management
In the face of emerging DIME-based multimedia applications like 3D tele-immersion
dealing with sending multiple correlated flows produced by multiple cameras, audio
devices, and different types of body sensors between a source and a destination node, it
becomes more advantageous to perform aggregated bandwidth management on the
correlated flows. We discuss two multi-flow adaptive bandwidth management schemes.
Ott and Patel in [Ott07] present Coordination Protocol (CP) which performs
coordinated bandwidth distribution across flows and allows for application based
context-specific coordination. CP is a transport layer protocol and uses a cluster-tocluster (C-to-C) model which provides congestion control on the aggregated flows
originating at a cluster and consumed at the other cluster. All the flows share a common
intermediary path between the clusters. An Aggregation Point (AP), usually the first hop
router away from the clusters is used to converge and diverge the flows at the sender
cluster and at the receiver cluster, respectively. CP first probes the network state to find
out the RTT, loss rate, and available bandwidth for each flow and uses the state tables to
store this information. After this, CP uses Bandwidth-Filtered Loss Detection (BFLD) to
estimate the correct amount of total bandwidth available for all the flows using the probe
results and hence, allows for distributing appropriate amount to each flow based on the
context-specific coordination. Based on CP, authors develop CP-RUDP for performing
congestion control on multiple flows produced in 3D tele-immersive systems. The
authors cover a case study of 3DTI systems, a specific type of DIME system, wherein the
bandwidth allocation across multiple flows is defined as shown below:
FSizeð flowi Þ
 ðBnet  numflowsÞ
Bflowi ¼ Pnumflows
FSizeð flowi Þ
i
where Bflowi is the bandwidth allocation for flowi, FSize(flowi) is the typical frame size
in flowi, Bnet is the available bandwidth on a per flow basis, and numflows is the total
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number of flows at the application layer which need to be considered together. Thus,
CP-RUDP protocol is an advanced protocol which achieves congestion control between
different flows at the transport layer level.
Another scheme by Yang et al. [80] proposes a multi-stream adaptation framework
for view-based bandwidth management in 3D tele-immersive environments. This
scheme makes use of the knowledge of application-dependent cues like user view,
correlation among multi-stream flows, and content. The scheme works with a bundle of
correlated streams generated at one source, and prioritizes some flows over other flows,
depending on the flow information contribution to the user’s view. We define the
!
camera view (camera orientation) Ovsi of a stream vsi to be the normal vector of the
imaging plane of the camera that produces the stream vsi, which can be obtained by the
calibration parameters acquired via the initialization phase. We define the user’s view as
!
the desired direction Ou of the view, user u would like to see. The flow information
contribution to the user’s view is determined by the contribution factor CFi of the stream
vsi. The contribution factor CFi of a stream vsi with respect to a given user rendering
!
! !
view Ou is thereby defined by the scalar product of the two vectors: CFi ¼ Ovsi  Ou . The
number of streams to select from each site is a tunable parameter. One can either select
the top k number of streams for a given view, or a dynamic number of streams with
contribution factor larger than a threshold THimp, depending on the network bandwidth
availability. This leads to a priority-based bandwidth allocation.
The priority-based bandwidth allocation scheme is based on the following principles;
(1) flows with bigger CF value have higher priority to be sent, and (2) after sending most
important flows with highest CF, if bandwidth is still available, a minimum frame sizes
for other flows are granted to widen the Field of View (FOV). Based on these principles,
the internal frame size allocation scheme for bandwidth management estimates an ideal
size of a frame belonging to a flow of a bundle. The algorithm is as follows. (1) flows of
a bundle are sorted in descending order of CF, and a target macro-frame4 size (TFS) is
determined, i.e., the underlying network estimates number of bits (TFS) it can transmit at
that time (TFS represents the available network capacity for a bundle of flows/streams).
So the admission control will compare available network capacity TFS with the macroframe
demand
desires to be transmitted, i.e., the admission test is


Pthat application
TFS < fs  i2SI CFi , where fs is the size of the frame in a macro-frame,5 and SI is
the set of flows in the bundle, and jSI j is the number of flows in the bundle. We have
two cases with respect to the admission control:
P
(1) IfðTFS  fs  i2SI CFi Þ, i.e., there is more network bandwidth available than
the desired application macro-frame size, then the allocated frame size Ai to be
transmitted is:
Pi1
ðTFS  j¼1
Aj Þ  CFi
Þ
Ai ¼ minð fs; fs  CFi þ
PjSI j
j¼1 CFj

4

Marco-frame is a group of correlated 3D frames captured at the same time t and at the same site.
We assume that each frame in the macro-frame has the same size since the cameras producing the frames
are the same, however, each frame might have a different contribution to the user’s view. If the frame
contributes fully to the view (i.e., camera is placed in the front of the user), then CF=1, and the desired frame
size to be transmitted is fs×CF=fs. If the frame contributes to the view only half-way (e.g., camera is placed
on the side of the user), then CF=0.5 and the frame size to be transmitted will be fs×0.5.

5
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(2)

P
If ðTFS < fs  i2SI CFi Þ, i.e., the network bandwidth availability is lower than
the desired amount of bits for the application macro-frame, then the minimum
frame size Ai is allocated in order of priority as:
Ai ¼ minð fs  CFi ; TFS 

i1
X

Aj Þ

j¼1

Thus, it is possible that some of the selected streams may not get the quota of
transmission. The adaptation is done at the application layer and hence, the metrics
used in the bandwidth management can be modified based on the requirements of the
application. Table 4 shows a summarized view of different kinds of adaptive bandwidth
management algorithms.
3.2.2 Delay management
Both delays and the variations of delays, i.e., “jitters”, are critical QoS metrics in DIMEs.
ITU G.114 [28] has prescribed that a one-way latency exceeding 400ms is unacceptable in
the two-party conference. A large body of work has been done in order to minimize the
delay components. On the other hand, managing jitters is mainly performed at the receiver
side. We will first review the schemes designed to reduce sender-side delays (Dsender) and
network delays (Dnet) in DIMEs, and then discuss the jitter management in the part of
receiver-side delays (Dreceiver).
Finally, we discuss how delay management impacts the skew in the correlated streams.
Since DIME can include multiple sensory streams (video, audio and etc.) that may be
mutually correlated [25], a good adaptation scheme should be developed to allow the realtime synchronization among those streams. But it requires the coordination of all three
locations (sender-side, network, receiver-side locations), and it is sometimes very difficult
to achieve this without introducing additional latency overhead. We present the related

Table 4 Adaptation based bandwidth management algorithms
Algorithm

Bandwidth Management
Model

Reservation
Initiation

Bandwidth Management Strategy

Agarwal-Rejaie [1]

Single Flow

Receiver driven

Application/Layer and frame
skipping based.

Vickers-Albuquerque [71]

Single Flow

Sender driven

Network/Layer and bit rate
based.

Chang-Zhong [11]

Single Flow

Sender driven

Application/Content-based

Liu-Choudary [45]

Single Flow

Sender driven

Application/Content,
compression based

Liu-Nelakuditi
[LiuOct04]

Single Flow

Sender driven

Application/Content-based

Yeung-Liew [81]

Single Flow

Sender driven

Application/Content-based
frame skipping

Coordinated Protocol
[Ott07]

Multiple Flow

Sender driven

Network-based

Yang-Nahrstedt [80]

Multiple Flow

Sender driven

Application/view-based
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studies of the delay management for multimedia synchronization, and consider delay issues
for multi-stream (bundle) cases.
In “Sender-side delay” to “Receiver-side delay” we discuss sender-side, network, and
receiver-side delay management for single streams. In “Multi-stream synchronization delay
management”, we discuss multi-stream synchronization delay management that utilizes the
individual stream delay control at all three locations.
Sender-side delay Sender-side delay is composed of computing delays at the input LNs and
local RP, as well as communication delays from the LNs to RP. Computing delays are
mainly due to stream acquisition and encoding/packetization tasks whereas communication
delays are composed of the sender buffering delay and transmission delay over the LAN.
Computing delay management can be categorized into two categories: software-based
and hardware-based. Software-based approaches use algorithmic improvement to reduce
2D video encoding and 3D reconstruction delays. The optimization of 2D codecs includes
speeding up the motion search [38, 42, 68] and the selection of macroblock coding-mode in
the video [17, 78]. The improvement of 3D reconstruction has also been achieved in [70].
The latency incurred on 2D audio encoding or 3D audio reconstruction is usually small.
Hardware-based approaches take advantage of parallelization on multi-core and GPU
architectures to accelerate capturing and processing of media data. This can be achieved by
using task multithreading on a single computer [23, 24], regardless of whether the computer
is a multi-core machine with [24] or without [23] GPU support.
The sender buffering delay depends on the packet scheduling and adaptation algorithm
at both application and transport layers. The sender buffer at the application layer can delay
the packets by scheduling with time spacing [25] to avoid congestion at the sender site. The
packets can also be delayed due to the interleaving scheme for loss concealment [72]. The
buffering delay at the transport layer on the other hand, is caused by the transport protocol
and its ability of adaptation in response to Internet dynamics. Both TCP’s additive increase
multiplicative decrease (AIMD) approach and DCCP (CID-2)’s TCP-like congestion
control scheme can increase the sender buffering abruptly under a sudden congestion.
DCCP (CID-3) implements a TCP-friendly rate control (TFRC) scheme which can allow
comparatively smooth throughput and the transport-layer buffering will change less
abruptly.
Internet network delay The network delay among DIME sites can be first categorized based
on whether a leased, specialized network is used or the commodity Internet is used. Cisco’s
tele-presence solution deploys a converged IP next-generation network (IP NGN) with both
inter-company and intra-company models [14]. Using such dedicated networks has the
advantage of avoiding resource competition with unpredictable public traffic and providing
abundant bandwidth as needed to minimize queuing and re-transmission delays caused by
congestions. However, the disadvantage is the cost and inflexibility to extend to more sites.
Many more DIMEs (e.g., Skype, TEEVE) use the open and free alternative—Internet—
as the communication medium. The end-to-end Internet delay management can be further
categorized into two groups: 1) point-to-point and 2) multi-point management. Point-topoint delay management refers to the schemes that focus between two end points (i.e., RPs).
It is tightly related with bandwidth management, e.g., congestion control, as discussed in
Section 3.2.1, which can reduce the delays incurred by queuing and re-transmissions in
times of congestions.
When there are multiple sites collaborating in DIMEs, multi-point (topological) delay
management becomes important. Since the delay incurred on the network highly depends
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on the geographical distance between the sender and receiver, maintaining an efficient
multi-point Application Level Multicast (ALM) topology is thus critical for reducing
transmission delays in DIMEs.
There are mainly two ways of disseminating streams among multiple DIME sites: 1) IP
Multicast and 2) Application-Level Multicast. IP multicast [16] adds multicast support to
routers, and therefore achieves highly efficient bandwidth usage by avoiding duplicate
packets on the physical routing paths. However, its adoption is rather limited because of the
low scalability (routers have to maintain per-group states) and difficulty to support higherlevel functionalities due to semantic gap. To mitigate these issues, ALMs are proposed as
an alternative where an application-level overlay is used to disseminate streams among
multiple DIME sites. There has been a large body of work on constructing delay-efficient
multicast topologies, which can be roughly classified into two groups: 1) Tree-based, and 2)
Mesh-based.
Tree-based approaches construct a tree for each stream. In cases of multi-stream/multisite DIMEs, multiple trees are used. Tree-based approaches construct delay-optimized/
constrained trees depending on whether the goal is to minimize or bound the end-to-end
delays. The problem is often a case of the Steiner Tree problem, which is known to be NPcomplete [26]. Apart from the main goal of minimizing the total cost, DIMEs often imposes
additional constrains such as bandwidth, delay, jitter, or a combination thereof. Hence the
problem becomes a Constrained Steiner Tree (CST) problem. Researchers have proposed
many heuristic algorithms to achieve sub-optimal results. [32, 34, 82] are some examples
for the delay constrained CST problem.
Zhu’s algorithm [82] achieves O(KN3log N) complexity, where N is the number of
nodes, and K is the number of paths in the initial minimal cost tree. Kompella’s algorithm
requires O(N3) complexity to construct a delay-bounded routing tree, while Jia’s distributed
algorithm takes O(2 M) messaging overhead to construct a tree for M destinations.
Tree-based algorithms have the advantages of achieving efficient bandwidth and delay
optimization in stable networks. However, the single tree approaches [13] can be vulnerable
to churns. If an intermediate node leaves or fails, its descendant nodes will be affected.
Repair delays are hence incurred by relocation, rearrangement of the topology. Mesh-based
approaches have been proposed as a promising alternative to address the issue. SplitStream
[10], for example, splits the stream into k stripes, and builds a separate tree for each stripe
over Scribe [9]. The key is to have each node acts as an interior node in at most one tree so
that the overlay becomes robust to node leaves and failures with proper content encodings.
Bullet [35], as another example, uses meshes to distribute disjoint data sets to various
points, and designs a decentralized algorithm for nodes to locate and retrieve missing data.
Receiver-side delay The delay incurred at the receiver side (Dreceiver) usually includes three
parts: the loss concealment overhead, the receiver buffering time and the time incurred on
audio/video 2D decoding and 3D rendering. The 2D decoding and 3D rendering can
usually be achieved in real time, and their delays are very small [75].
Different loss concealment schemes have different delay overhead. For instance, when
we conceal audio packet losses using piggybacking approach [61], the maximum delay
depends on the piggybacking degree which is the number of previous audio frames
piggybacked in the current frame. But when we use packet interleaving to conceal losses,
the delay is decided based upon the number of interleaving sub-frame partitions for each
frame [72]. Video frames are usually concealed by simply replicating previous frames
whose latency is negligible, or by motion vector estimation which requires huge
computation resources [3].
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The playout scheduling with jitter control decides the end-to-end delay De2e by adjusting
the receiver buffering time Dreceiver. Most of the previous studies focused on the audio
buffering, and the video buffer were usually adapted to synchronize to the audio signals
(see “Multi-stream synchronization delay management”). The audio scheduling algorithms
can be broadly divided into three categories.
The non-adaptive playout scheduling scheme [57] estimates the average one-way
network delay Dnet and its variation v, and chooses the playout buffer with the estimated
one-way end-to-end delay De2e using following equation:
De2e ¼ Dnet þ 4v:
Both Dnet and v can be obtained by sending probing packets from each other clients in
the conference. This scheme is not able to adapt to Internet dynamics because of the fixed
buffer size determined at the start of the conference.
On the other hand, the adaptive playout scheduling scheme [6, 45, 51] is able to
dynamically adapt the buffer size during the DIME session, based on the feedback and
gained statistics of the delay, jitter and losses from other clients. A simple implementation is
to collect statistics at each client with regard to packets sent from each of the speakers [61].
Let F be the CDF of the network delay Dnet between a speaker-listener pair in the past time
window (e.g., 10 sec), De2e can be computed from the history window:
De2e ¼ FðDnet Þ þ DT
Here ΔT is the additional allowance for the network jitter.
Although different adaptive playout scheduling schemes have all been proved to be
successful under Internet dynamics, their implementations are very difficult. In addition, that
the jitter buffer size cannot be changed within a talkspurt degrades the overall effectiveness.
Liang et al. [39] proposes the Time Modification Scheme (TSM) scheme, of which the
main purpose is to further increase or decrease Dreceiver without changing De2e. TSM
stretches or compresses speech frames at the very beginning and the end of a talkspurt to
reduce listeners’ perception annoyance. Therefore, it has small effects on the jitter buffer size.
Multi-stream synchronization delay management The synchronization of correlated multistreams (bundle of streams) requires collaborative delay management at all three locations
(sender-side, network, and receiver-side). When the synchronization needs to be done on
only one audio and one video stream, we can achieve lip synchronization by scheduling the
video playback time according to the audio reference [40, 46] or the audio playout time (by
warping the audio signals) according to the video reference [19]. In distributed multimedia
environments, we can synchronize multi-streams at the sender side by multicasting a global
timestamp or at the receiver side by applying Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [27]. When
multiple correlated audio and video streams need to be synchronized in a DIME,
synchronization becomes a challenging task. Due to different protocols and adaptation
algorithms used for different streams, the individual streams of a bundle may arrive at a receiver
at different time. The system may no longer be real-time if we try to synchronize all streams.
To solve this issue, Huang et al. [25] propose the TSync framework. The authors
propose the concept of dominant stream(s) within the bundle,6 which are the reference
stream(s) used for real-time synchronization. The re-synchronization of a bundle relies on
timed synchronization points throughout the transmission to avoid synchronization skew
6

Bundle is defined as a group of correlated streams/flows originated at one site.
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propagations and degradations. TSync also adapts audio playout buffer to synchronize to
video frames based on the previous study in [48]. TSync provides the following features:

&

&

&
&

&

&

As it is impossible for an audio stream to synchronize to multiple video streams, TSync
uses the concept of a dominant stream which has the largest contribution factor (CF) to
the users view and represents the reference stream for other streams in the bundle for
overall synchronization. The CFi of each i-th video stream (vsi) can be computed as
discussed in “Multiple Flows Adaptive Bandwidth Management”.
To allow synchronous capturing of multiple video frames (i.e., to generate a video
macro-frame as we discussed in “Adaptation-based bandwidth management”) at the
capturing tier (sender-side), TSync uses a video trigger server. The video trigger server
gets the feedback from cameras when cameras capture their current frame, and sends a
hardware beat signal to all cameras at the sender-site when cameras become ready to
capture the next frame. In order to facilitate audio-visual synchronization, a small soft
packet piggybacks onto a global timestamp and it is sent to all cameras as well as the
microphone component at the sender-side (capturing tier).
To reduce the sync skew caused by inadequate Internet network bandwidth availability,
TSync relies on a coordinated resource allocation scheme for the multiple audio and
video streams under different network topology.
To reduce the audio-visual sync skew at the rendering tier, TSync allows audio buffer
adaptation based upon the average 3D video rendering time and an empirical 80th
percentile audio-visual arrival skew (the arrival time skew between the last frame of a
video macro-frame and the audio frame with the same timestamp) at the receiver. The
audio buffer is adapted during silence periods and a minimal audio buffering time of 60
ms is guaranteed to smooth the Internet jitters.
To correct sync skew, and prevent sync skew propagation and further degradation,
TSync applies Timed Synchronization Points (TSP) to the video macro-frames at both
the capturing and rendering tiers. The basic idea is that at each TSP, the system waits
(waiting implemented as a barrier) to release a video macro-frame until it receives all
frames from the macro-frame or until it receives some frames of the macro-frame within
a given bounded time, whichever is earlier. If a frame out of its macro-frame is missing,
i.e., macro-frame is incomplete at the release, TSync system replicates the previous
correctly received frame belonging to the same video stream.
When a user requests a view change at the rendering tier (receiver-side), the dominant
stream can change to another video stream which may not be available. In TSync, this
issue is addressed by delaying the response7 until resynchronization of audio signal
with the new dominant video stream happens.

4 Discussion
Different resource management algorithms impose different guarantees on QoS metrics.
Hence careful selection and adaptation of these algorithms must be made depending on
application requirements. For example, the multi-player immersive gaming is more
7

By delaying the response, we mean that during the resynchronization phase when bringing in a new
dominant stream, DIME and its TSync service play the old video streams with the new audio until new video
streams corresponding to the new view arrive. This action will cause a delayed synchronized response to the
user’s view change.
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sensitive to delays whereas synchronized immersive dancing [63] is more sensitive to
synchronization or skew across multiple video streams. In this section, we briefly present a
sample DIME architecture, called TEEVE (Tele-immersive Environment for Everybody)
[79], to show how some of the QoS and resource management algorithms are applied
depending on application requirements.
TEEVE is a distributed 3D tele-immersive (3DTI) system that has been under
development jointly at University of California at Berkeley and University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign since 2004. The system is designed with multiple cameras and displays
at each site (see Fig. 1) to capture 3D full-body human motion in geographically distributed
sender-sites, aggregate the correlated video data (bundle) at each sender-site, send the
bundles across the Internet, and render the bundles into a joint cyber-space at each receiversite. Through the shared visual context, the participants can interact or collaborate in real
time (see Fig. 9). TEEVE is meant to support real-time collaborative physical activities
among multiple geographically distributed sites.
The TEEVE system is built upon Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) computing and
networking infrastructures. There exist other tele-immersive environments with very
special purpose real-time operating systems, leased networks, or other special purpose and
expensive hardware [15, Otto04, 3]. But the cost is too high for the system to work for
“everybody”. TEEVE goal is to build the system with off-the-shelf infrastructures, so that it
can be easily and widely deployed. The lower end COTS-based 2D video-mediated
collaborative environments such as Skype, NetMeeting [47, 65] are mostly designed for
desktop uses (e.g., conferencing), hence minimal number of cameras are employed only to
capture the upper bodies or the faces. The higher end 2D video-mediated collaborative
environments such as Cisco Telepresence, HP’s Halo system [14, 22] are designed as
conferencing rooms with multiple cameras, but are employed to capture the upper bodies or
faces for efficient business meeting purposes. Our goal is to broaden the application of the
tele-immersive technology by supporting full-body capturing of the participant. The
complete 3D representations of human body allow for a wide range of physical activities
such as dancing, sports, and medical rehabilitation [36, 63, 76].
In the next subsections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 we will discuss the QoS and CPU/network
management for TEEVE. It is clear that since TEEVE resides on COTS components
(general purpose OS and Internet protocols), the primary QoS and resource management
will be adaptive since we cannot rely on any real time enforcements in a single OS and
inside of the network via Int-Serv or Diff-Serv.

a

b

Fig. 9 a Logical architecture, and b physical setup of TEEVE with 3 sites
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4.1 CPU management in TEEVE
The TEEVE system does not have any CPU management support at the LN and RP nodes
for a single session. The TEEVE overlay system services utilize the best effort CPU
scheduling of the Microsoft Windows and Linux OS systems. However, at the RP nodes, in
order to support multiple simultaneous sessions (e.g. TI rooms), the TEEVE system uses
the concept of real-time virtualization. Virtualization is a powerful technique that allows
efficient multiplexing of resources to run multiple virtual machines in a single physical
machine. Each RP service gateway in the TI system contains multiple Virtual Machines
running on top of a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). These Virtual Machines run
individual TEEVE sessions and are divided in two types: Privileged Monitoring Virtual
Machines and User Virtual Machines. The first type of Virtual Machines contains
monitoring and management tools required for the administration of the TI site and hence
requires best-effort scheduling. The second type of VM’s contains all the necessary
disseminating infrastructures required to host one session and requires real-time scheduling.
To support this mixed requirement, TEEVE adapts Janus [58], a soft real-time cross
layer CPU scheduling architecture as discussed in Section 3.1.2. This architecture allows
services residing in each Virtual Machine to efficiently obtain reservation-based CPU
guarantees within the VM and across VM’s in the system, based on their individual QoS
requirements. As shown in [58], it performs considerably better than XEN credit scheduler
in terms of deadline guarantees, predictability and jitters among macro-frames.
4.2 Bandwidth management in TEEVE
TEEVE requires huge amounts of bandwidth for its multi-stream transmission. Streams are
correlated since they come from multiple cameras capturing the same physical space from
different viewpoints. Hence, TEEVE uses view-based bandwidth management [80] as
discussed in “Multiple Flows Adaptive Bandwidth Management”. that best serves the
requirements in this multi-stream domain. This bandwidth management approach efficiently
allocates available bandwidth while inducing low or no network congestion.
This scheme uses view-based bandwidth allocation, i.e., assigns more bandwidth to
flows, which contribute more to the user’s view than others. Figure 10 shows the impact of
view-based bandwidth allocation (priority scheme) versus bandwidth management that does
not differentiate among flows in the bundle (non-priority scheme). The impact of the
bandwidth management is measured by the Peak-Signal-Noise Ratio (PSNR), shown at the
y-axis, of the overall joint macro-frame over time, shown at the x-axis (the time is
expressed through macro-frame numbers as they are being played out). The results show an
experiment [80] with 123D video streams in a bundle streaming between Illinois and
Berkeley, and over time the amount of available network bandwidth (hence the target frame
size TFS can get allocated less bits) has been gradually throttled. The graph clearly shows
three major areas of interest: (a) area between 1-450 macro-frames, where there is plenty of
network bandwidth (TFS is high) allocated, shows that each frame of each flow in the
bundle has high PSNR, independent of the priority or non-priority scheme, and view-based
differentiation of streams is not needed for bandwidth management, (b) area between 451–
1000 macro-frames, where the network bandwidth (TFS decreases) gradually decreased,
shows that view-based differentiation is needed and the priority scheme gets higher PSNR
than non-priority scheme under the same certain network bandwidth availability, (c) area
between 1001–1600 macro-frames, where low network bandwidth availability (TFS is low)
is provided, shows that the view-differentiation does not help (i.e., PSNR of macro-frames
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Fig. 10 Overall rendered quality for priority and non-priority bandwidth management schemes in TEEVE [80]

with priority and non-priority schemes are approximately the same) since at this point the
system gets to a state with only 1–2 streams per bundle and with very low frame rate, hence
there is not much information to differentiate over.
4.3 Delay management and synchronization in TEEVE
TEEVE system acquires delays in all three locations of the end-to-end system, the senderside, network and receiver-side as shown in Fig. 11. Capturing devices (3D cameras) are the
main sources of sender-side delays (Dsender) in TEEVE. The camera threads grab images
from the camera buffers, and perform some pre-processing including rectification, moment
computation, background subtraction, and edge extraction. After pre-processing, the images
are copied to the computing threads. Instead of dividing the images to only two halves as in
the original algorithm, TEEVE divide the images into multiple pieces for computing for
parallel processing. It uses mesh-based 3D reconstruction [70] with reconstruction time

Fig. 11 End-to-end delay for TEEVE system
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under 30ms. It offers a significant improvement of reconstruction time over point-could
based approach used before in [75].
The renderer at the receiver-side selects a subset of most contributing streams to the
user-selected view by computing the contribution factor CF of each stream with reference
to the given user view [75] as discussed in “Multiple Flows Adaptive Bandwidth
Management” and “Multi-stream synchronization delay management”. TEEVE supports a
selection of dynamic number of streams with CF larger than a threshold THimp with THimp =
0, thus the selected streams cover 180° of the scene and the receiver-side delay (Dreceiver)
incurred by 3D video rendering is about 37ms.
In TEEVE, the network delay (Dnet) includes the time interval from the RP (gateway)
starting time of sending the first frame 1 belonging to a macro-frame until the end time of
receiving the last frame N belonging to the same macro-frame as shown in Fig. 11.
The end-to-end delay (De2e) of a macro-frame Fj includes then the sum of sender-side
delays (Dsender), network delays (Dnet) and receiver-side delays (Dreceiver). The measurements between Illinois and Berkeley indicate that the end-to-end delay is around 200ms
[Yang2010] as shown Fig. 12. The Fig. 12 shows two curves representing (a) a scheme with
frames 1..N. of a macro-frame Fj are being scheduled from cameras using a token-ring
scheme (traffic shaping occurs), and (b) a scheme with frames 1..N of a macro-frame Fj are
being scheduled from cameras as soon as possible (no traffic shaping). We can see that
traffic shaping helps the end-to-end delay and TEEVE achieves an end-to-end delay of 200
ms versus around 250–270 ms without traffic shaping. Note that this delay was sufficient to
conduct extensive tele-immersive dance and sports activities [63, 76].
The current version of TEEVE includes one audio stream and multiple video streams,
and the audio stream needs to be synchronized with multiple highly correlated video
streams capturing different views of the same scene at different positions. Because of the
multi-tier architecture in 3DTI, a sync skew between any two streams in one tier can be
propagated to the next tier. Moreover, users can change views at any time [80]; hence a
sync skew can be introduced between the audio streams and the new view. To solve these

Fig. 12 Marco-frame end-to-end delay between Illinois and Berkeley [79]
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issues, TEEVE adapts TSync [25], also discussed in “Multi-stream synchronization delay
management”, which can effectively minimize the multi-stream multi-source sync skews in
TEEVE over Internet. It performs cooperative frame rate allocation with consideration of
this synchronization issue. It can successfully bind the audio-visual sync skew within a
recommended maximum 80 ms threshold [66].

5 Conclusion
Advanced DIME systems are emerging and with them new challenges such as (a) how to
deal with large scale of devices deployed in them and (b) how to achieve real-time
interactions and guarantees in distributed settings are also emerging. Solutions towards the
above mentioned challenges lie in deploying appropriate QoS and resource management
algorithms, protocols, and approaches. In this paper, we have surveyed existing DIMErelevant QoS and resource management techniques for two important resources, CPU
computing and networking resources. Their appropriate coordination and organization leads
the DIME performance improvement, hence towards interactivity and scale. The survey
also provides taxonomy and comparison of the various QoS/resource management
techniques since we expect that the future DIMEs will vary greatly in their capabilities,
demands and setups.
We have presented one futuristic DIME system, the TEEVE 3DTI system, which
has utilized various resource management techniques to understand performance
limits we are facing when deploying adaptive QoS and resource management
techniques over COTS components. The results clearly show that these types of
DIME 3DTI systems are feasible for applications such as Tele-immersive Dance (TED)
[63].
In the future, we expect that as more advanced DIME systems emerge, (a) COTS
components get faster using some of the surveyed QoS and resource management
techniques (i.e., techniques that are currently in research systems will move into the general
purpose systems to allow for broad DIME usage), (b) hardware components, such as
accelerators, compression cards, synchronizers, multi-GPUs, multi-core CPUs, become part
of DIMEs in cost-effective manner, (c) Int-Serv and/or Diff-Serv like network services
become available over different sizes of networks (LANs, MANs, WANs), and (d)
advanced QoS and resource techniques and abstractions emerge to satisfy the new DIME
demands.
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